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Who am i?

• Head of EUNIS SIG Cloud Management
• Working at RWTH Aachen University
• Group lead at central IT department
• Project lead “Introducing cloud services at RWTH Aachen University”
EUNIS

• European University Information systems
• Members are Higher Education, Research Institution and Educational Organization within Europe
• Events (congress, Rectors conference, workshops, webinars)
• Special interest groups covering different topical areas
• [https://www.eunis.org/](https://www.eunis.org/)
SIG cloud management

• Idea from EUNIS congress in 2019
• Launched Feb 2020
• 43 members
• VC concerning different topics (e.g. Iaas+ Framework)
• Survey end of 2020
What are the SIG goals?

• Platform to exchange knowledge
• Discuss current topics
• Connect HEI with other organisations, cloud vendors, etc.
• Plan: Pre congress workshops at annual EUNIS congress
Common topics with GÉANT

• How can members of the GÉANT cloud forum and EUNIS members benefit from each other?
  • EU procurements / IaaS+ usage
  • Multi cloud management
  • Data classification
  • …

• Knowledge exchange